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Network Innovation through OpenFlow and SDN: Principles and DesignCRC Press, 2014

	Software-defined networking (SDN) technologies powered by the OpenFlow protocol provide viable options to address the bandwidth needs of next-generation computer networks. And, since many large corporations already produce network devices that support the OpenFlow standard, there are opportunities for those who can manage complex and...
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Emerging Technologies in Wireless LANs: Theory, Design, and Deployment (Cambridge Concise Histories)Cambridge University Press, 2007
"Over the past 20 years, wireless LANS have grown from technical curiosity to a mainstream technology widely installed across residential, enterprise, and even municipal networks. The mobility and convenience of wireless has been augmented by the advanced throughput and range performance available in today's products, extending the reach of...
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Network Simulation Experiments Manual (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
Networking technologies and concepts are often difficult to explain, even through careful description and well thought out examples. One method for making this information "stick" is done by creating an environment where networking professionals and students can visualize how networks work, utilizing a software tool that simulates the...
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Internet QoS: Architectures and Mechanisms for Quality of Service (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2001
"What I really like about this book is that it cuts through the vast amount of noise about QoS in the Internet, and pulls out the core ideas (integrated and differentiated services, MPLS, and traffic engineering) in plain and simple technical prose. Internet QoS presents a balanced view of the various technologies and relates them...
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Cisco Packetized Voice & Data IntegrationMcGraw-Hill, 1999
The Comprehensive Guide to Integrating Voice and Data within a Cisco Network
Cisco Packetized Voice and Data Integration gives you the knowledge and insight to quickly get up to speed on planning, designing, and implementing Cisco-based voice and data networks. Through the use of real-world examples, case studies, and detailed configuration...
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Performance by Design: Computer Capacity Planning By ExamplePrentice Hall, 2004
Practical systems modeling: planning performance, availability, security, and more

Computing systems must meet increasingly strict Quality of Service (QoS) requirements for performance, availability, security, and maintainability. To achieve these goals, designers, analysts, and capacity planners need a far more thorough understanding of...
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Quality of Service for Intenet MultimediaPrentice Hall, 2003
Continuous media applications have exceptionally stringent QoS requirements, and QoS for multimedia will remain a challenge well into the future. The solution begins with service-differentiated networks capable of providing appropriate grades of service to each application. This book takes the next step, showing how continuous...
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Intelligence in Communication Systems: IFIP International Conference on Intelligence in Communication Systems, INTELLCOMM 2005, Montreal, Canada, OctoberSpringer, 2005
Communication systems are now ubiquitous and making them more intelligent remains very challenging.  The IFIP International Conference on Intelligence in Communication Systems is an effort to bring together researchers and practitioners who represent the latest developments in this area.  This volume contains selected papers from the...
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CCIE Practical Studies, Vol. 2 (CCIE Self-Study)Cisco Press, 2003
Gain hands-on experience for the CCIE Lab Exam with volume two of the best-selling CCIE Practical Studies title from Cisco Press

* Experience putting concepts into practice with lab scenarios that guide you in applying what you know
* Learn how to build a practice lab for your CCIE lab exam preparation
* Take five full-blown...
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Microsoft  Windows  2000 Server TCP/IP Core Networking Guide (IT Professional)Microsoft Press, 2002
Maximize enterprise networking and connectivity with tools and resources direct from Microsoft.

Set up and troubleshoot all facets of TCP/IP networking in Windows® 2000 with expertise from those who know the technology best—the Windows 2000 development team. This guide delivers essential architectural and...
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Voice-Enabling the Data Network: H.323, MGCP, SIP, QoS, SLAs, and SecurityCisco Press, 2010

	Assist Telco and ISP engineers and technicians in their transition to IP telephony

	
		Assists traditional telco engineers and technicians in designing, implementing, and supporting VoIP networks
	
		Provides a step-by-step approach to designing a VoIP network
	
		Outlines each VoIP...
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Security and Quality of Service in Ad Hoc Wireless NetworksCambridge University Press, 2008
Ensuring secure transmission and good quality of service (QoS) in ad hoc wireless networks are key commercial concerns. Focusing on practical potential solutions, this text covers security and QoS in these networks. Starting with a review of the basic principles of ad hoc wireless networking, coverage progresses to vulnerabilities, and the...
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